Nonvoice Agency scores a goal with the Soccer League Live app by Proxy42
November 4th 2020, Florida, USA – the world’s first 5G app agency, Nonvoice, is pleased to
announce today the signing of new client, Proxy42, the first social Augmented Reality (AR) platform
for casual and competitive mobile gaming. Nonvoice will be assisting with securing distribution and
investment for their innovative new Soccer League Live app.

The Proxy42 app uses 5G and Augmented Reality (AR) to create an interactive experience for users.
This enables gamers playing in the Soccer League Live app an enhanced experience and the feeling
of playing in a real-life soccer match.

The app also offers increased fan engagement through various in-app challenges such as a ‘Catch’em
All’ style challenge inspired by Pokémon Go where gamers can simply walk around any city and
‘catch’ a player to add to their digital collections. Once they have players in their collection they can
add further items such as football gear.

“We aim to build a bridge between the physical and digital worlds in order to make gaming more
accessible and interactive. We look forward to working with Nonvoice to maximise the success of
our services so that more gamers can benefit from our multiplayer AR games,” explains Francesco
Ferrazzino, CEO of Proxy42.

Simon Buckingham, Founder and CEO of Nonvoice added, “Following an exhaustive global search for
great 5G apps, we are delighted to add the Soccer League Live app to our portfolio of world class
apps. The Nonvoice team and I look forward to representing Proxy42 and assisting with their global
mission to make Soccer League Live a huge global success”.

Proxy42 are the latest consumer app to join the agency alongside current clients, GIZER, the
competitive gaming esports infrastructure that makes games social with feature rich gameplay;
BOOKFUL, the 3D and AR reading app for children that turns screen time into productive learning
time; STATEMENTGAMES Inc, the fantasy sports platform and; PLOTAVERSE, the suite of dynamic

photography solutions designed to help content creators and brands/marketers make engaging
special effects and animations for stills and video.

-endsAbout Nonvoice Agency
Nonvoice Agency is a network of agents searching for the best advanced consumer and enterprise
5G apps from around the world. The agency connects app developers with distributors and investors
who then help accelerate the adoption and deployment of their application. Nonvoice Agency
provides an ecosystem of key parties dedicated to the 5G value chain and the future benefits that
these services will bring to the world.
Founder, Simon Buckingham, is available for expert commentary on 5G applications.
For more information visit: www.nonvoice.com
About Proxy 42
At Proxy42, we are on a mission to build a bridge between the physical and digital world and make it
universally accessible and actionable thanks to Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Augmented Reality
(AR).
Our aim is to change the way people play, entertain, shop and learn, fulfilling the promise of
multiplayer AR games and experiences working everywhere and on every device.
For more information visit: www.Proxy42.com

